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Abstract 

Strain localization in the lithosphere and the formation, evolution, and maintenance of resulting 

plate boundaries play a crucial role in plate tectonics and thermo-chemical mantle convection. 

Previously activated lithospheric deformation zones often appear to maintain a “memory” of 

weakening, leading to tectonic inheritance within plate reorganizations including the Wilson 

cycle. Different mechanisms have been proposed to explain such strain localization, but it 

remains unclear which operate on what spatio-temporal scales, and how to best incorporate them 

in large-scale mantle convection models. Here, we analyze two candidates, 1), grain-size 

sensitive rheology and, 2), damage-style parameterizations of yield stress which are sometimes 

used to approximate the former. Grain-size reduction due to dynamic recrystallization can drive 

localization in the ductile domain, and grain growth provides a time-dependent rheological 

hardening component potentially enabling the preservation of rheological heterogeneities. We 

compare the dynamic weakening and hardening effects as well as the timescales of strength 

evolution for a composite rheology including grain-size dynamics with a pseudo-plastic rheology 

including damage- (or “strain”-) dependent weakening. We explore the implications of different 

proposed grain-size evolution laws, and test to which extent strain-dependent rheologies can 

mimic the weakening and hardening effects of the more complex micro-physical behavior. Such 

an analysis helps to better understand the parallels and differences between various strain-

localization modeling approaches used in different tectonics and geodynamics communities. 

More importantly, our results contribute to efforts to identify the key ingredients of strain-

localization and damage hysteresis within plate tectonics and how to represent those in 

planetary-scale modeling. 

1 Introduction 

The Earth’s current mode of heat transport is by means of plate tectonics which, by 

definition, is characterized by relatively rigid plate interiors and narrow plate boundaries where 

deformation due to relative plate motions is localized. The lithosphere, i.e. the top, cold, strong 

thermo-chemical boundary layer of mantle convection, is thus broken up such that brittle or 

plastic processes reduce the effective strength of rocks (i.e. the viscosity in the case of fluid 

behavior) which would otherwise be huge if temperature-dependent creep were the only relevant 

deformation mechanism (e.g. Kohlstedt et al., 1995; Burov, 2011). For some aspects of 

convection models, such behavior can be approximated by “Byerlee” type visco-plasticity with a 

depth- or pressure-dependent yield stress (e.g. Moresi & Solomatov, 1998; Enns et al., 2005). 

However, the yield stresses that are needed to break a homogenous lithosphere in convection 

models are typically much lower than those expected from rock mechanics, and pure plasticity is 

on its own not progressively weakening and inherently without memory of deformation (e.g. 

Bercovici 2003; Tackley, 2000a).  

It is likely that because of this lack of strain localization, visco-plastic rheologies in 

mantle convection models only yield approximately plate-like surface motions (e.g. Tackley, 

2000b; van Heck & Tackley, 2008; Foley & Becker, 2009). The planform of surface motions 

seems to become more realistic when a low-viscosity asthenosphere (Tackley, 2000c; Richards 

et al., 2001; Höink et al., 2012), a strongly temperature-dependent viscosity (e.g. Coltice et al., 

2017, 2019), a free surface and weak oceanic crust (Crameri et al., 2012), and/or the presence of 

strong continents (Coltice et al., 2012) is included within visco-plastic models. However, a 

velocity/strain-weakening or pseudo stick-slip, strain localizing rheology is still required to 73 
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achieve appropriate levels of toroidal motion and hallmark features of plate tectonics such as 74 

transform faults offsetting spreading centers (e.g. Bercovici, 1993, 1995; Tackley, 2000c; Gerya, 75 

2013; Bercovici et al, 2015).  76 

Strain localization is, of course, also observed in nature (e.g. Audet & Bürgmann, 2011; 77 

Montesi, 2013; Précigout & Almqvist, 2014) as well as in deformation experiments (e.g. 78 

Kohlstedt, 1995; Hansen et al., 2012). In models, strain-localization has been explored for many 79 

different processes, including but not limited to, thermal localization (e.g. Schubert & Turcotte, 80 

1972, Thielman & Kaus, 2012; Kiss et al., 2020), damage-dependent weakening (e.g. Tackley, 81 

2000c; Ogawa, 2003; Fuchs & Becker, 2019), power law rheologies (e.g. Jacoby & Schmeling, 82 

1981; King et al., 1992; Weinstein & Olsen, 1992; Bercovici, 1995; Zhong et al., 1998), velocity 83 

or pseudo stick-slip weakening (e.g. Bercovici, 1993, 1995), void weakening (e.g. Bercovici & 84 

Ricard 2005; Landuyt & Bercovici 2009), or grain-size sensitive rheology in combination with 85 

grain-size evolution (e.g. Karato et al., 1980; Kameyama et al., 1997; Braun et al., 1998; 86 

Solomatov, 2001; Hieronymus, 2006; Ricard & Bercovici, 2009; Rozel et al., 2011; Bercovici & 87 

Ricard, 2012). Overall, strain localization and memory has been shown to be significant for plate 88 

boundary formation, e.g. in fault or rift dynamics (e.g. Gerya, 2009; Huismans & Beaumont, 89 

2007; Brune et al., 2014), surface plate motions (e.g. Bercovici and Ricard, 2014; Bercovici et 90 

al., 2015), and plate reorganizations (e.g. Wilson, 1966; Sykes, 1878; Gurnis et al., 2001; Audet 91 

& Bürgmann, 2011). However, how and to what extent each mechanism contributes to strain 92 

localization on lithospheric and mantle scales remains debated (e.g. Montesi, 2013). 93 

In the viscous regime, one important mechanism that has been suggested for localization 94 

is grain-size evolution (GSE, e.g. Bercovici and Ricard, 2005; Landuyt and Bercovici, 2009; 95 

Bercovici et al., 2015; Foley, 2018). Diffusion creep viscosity is controlled by grain size, and 96 

reduction of grain size due to dynamic recrystallization as well as a transition from dislocation 97 

creep to diffusion creep dominated deformation can lead to localization (e.g. Braun et al., 1999; 98 

Platt & Behr, 2011; Montesi, 2013). However, the physics and formulation of GSE, especially 99 

for non-single-phase conditions (such as for a peridotite) and the effects of grain-growth limiting 100 

Zener pinning, remain less well constrained (e.g. Bercovici and Ricard, 2016; Mulyukova and 101 

Bercovici, 2017, 2018), and grain-size evolution laws remain expensive to implement in large-102 

scale convection models (e.g. Barr and McKinnon, 2007; Dannberg et al., 2017; Foley and Rizo, 103 

2017). Thus, a first order approximation of such microphysical behavior via a parameterized 104 

weakening formulation could be helpful. 105 

Damage or “strain” dependent rheologies can possibly provide such a simplification. 106 

These are often motivated by dynamic weakening in the brittle/frictional regime where additional 107 

weakening mechanisms, such as mineral transformations, serpentinization/mylonitization, 108 

partial-melting assisted, flexural/bending weakening, or the coalescence of cracks occur. Such 109 

mechanisms can result in a reduction of the effective yield stress (either due to a reduction of 110 

cohesion, or reduction of the internal angle of friction) rather than viscosity, as in the case of 111 

grain-size evolution. The amount of weakening, for example, governed by mineral 112 

transformations in granitic rocks, can be of order of 50-80% (Bos and Spiers, 2002; Huismans 113 

and Beaumont, 2007). As a consequence, strain-localization in numerical models for the 114 

lithosphere is often modeled by a linear reduction of the yield stress with the accumulated strain 115 

(e.g. Lavier et al., 2000; Huismans & Beaumont, 2003; Gerya, 2013; Ruh et al., 2014; Mazzotti 116 

& Gueydan, 2018). In those strain dependent weakening (SDW) models, the maximum amount 117 

of yield stress reduction is typically assumed to be up to ~ 90%. Different types of SDW have 118 
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been tested in numerical models (e.g. Huismans & Beaumont, 2003; Gerya, 2013; Brune et al., 119 

2014). With exceptions (e.g. Gerya,2013), one potential issue with many empirical formulations 120 

is the lack of a recovery mechanism providing a time scale for a rheological memory, such as 121 

would be expected, for example, for the growth of grain-sizes in GSE, or transformation of 122 

minerals. This complicates the comparison of damage-dependent implementations to those based 123 

on microphysical behavior such as grain-size evolution, and use of SDW models for long-term, 124 

thermal convection models.  125 

Given the promise of both GSE and SDW approaches and their respective advantages 126 

and drawbacks in terms of physical realism and ease of implementation, we proceed to compare 127 

different implementations to highlight their weakening and memory dependent healing behavior 128 

using a range of simplified evolutionary deformation tests. We quantify the amplitude and time 129 

scales of dynamic weakening and hardening for a pseudo-plastic rheology in combination with 130 

“strain”- or damage-dependent weakening (e.g. Tackley, 2000c; Fuchs & Becker, 2019) with a 131 

composite rheology (diffusion and dislocation creep; e.g. Hirth & Kohlstedt, 2003) including 132 

different grain-size evolutions (e.g. Braun et al., 1999; Behn et al., 2009; Rozel et al., 2011; 133 

Dannberg et al., 2017). The SDW formulation is a parameterized, apparent strain weakening 134 

method supposed to mimic more complex microphysical localization, weakening and hardening 135 

processes, similar but not limited to the effects of GSE.  136 

We conduct a series of numerical, zero-dimensional models assuming a step-like 137 

variation in strain-rate over time, or total strain, assuming two different confining conditions, i.e. 138 

weakening in the low temperature, brittle regime (e.g. the top of the lithosphere) and weakening 139 

in the intermediate temperature, ductile regime (e.g. upper mantle shear zone or lower 140 

lithosphere). We consider two different SDW formulations, plastic strain softening (PSS) and 141 

viscous strain softening (VSS). The variation in the effective viscosity due to the different GSE 142 

models serves as a reference of a microphysical dynamic weakening process to compare with the 143 

weakening behavior due to SDW.  144 

Due to the nature of uncertainty of grain-size evolution, we focus on three different GSE 145 

models (Braun et al., 1999; Behn et al., 2009; Rozel et al., 2011). Such an exploration of 146 

different weakening descriptions can help to better compare different geodynamic models, 147 

understand preferred numerical implementations, and contribute to efforts of determining the 148 

most appropriate model capturing damage memory in nature. 149 

2 Governing Equations and Modeling Approach 150 

2.1 General Rheology 151 

We focus on weakening and hardening effects in continuous, creeping deformation for 152 

pseudo-plastic rheology (e.g. Tackley, 2000; van Heck & Tackley, 2008; Foley & Becker, 2009; 153 

Coltice et al., 2017) including strain-dependent weakening (Fuchs & Becker, 2019) and a 154 

composite rheology (e.g. Hirth & Kohlstedt, 2003) in combination with grain-size evolution (e.g. 155 

Braun et al., 1999; Behn et al., 2009; Rozel et al., 2011; Dannberg et al., 2017), respectively. The 156 

governing equations are described in some detail in the following in the hope this helps to clarify 157 

their use in the literature. The parameters for each rheology, GSE model, and SDW are also 158 

summarized in Table S1 in the supporting information.  159 
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2.1.1 Pseudo-Plastic Rheology 160 

A pseudo-plastic rheology, i.e. the combination of a temperature-dependent viscosity and 161 

a yield criterion, leads to approximately plate like motions in global, thermal convection models 162 

(e.g. van Heck and Tackley, 2008; Foley & Becker, 2009; Coltice et al., 2017). The temperature-163 

dependent viscosity can be described, for example, by an Arrhenius-type viscosity (e.g. Tackley, 164 

2000b, c): 165 

0 1

1 1
exp

1 2
T

T
  

  
= −  

+  
(1) 166 

where T is the non-dimensional temperature, η0 a pre-exponential factor (here unity due 167 

to non-dimensionalization) and η1 is the non-dimensional activation energy.  168 

The yield and effective viscosity, ηy and ηeff, for a pseudo-plastic rheology can be defined 169 

as (e.g. Tackley, 2000b, c):  170 

2

y

y

II





= , (2) 171 

( )min ,eff T y  = ,  (3) 172 

where σy is the yield stress (either depth-dependent or constant, depending on 173 

assumptions) and ε̇II is the second invariant of the strain-rate tensor. While rock strength will 174 

depend on different parameters (e.g. temperature, pressure, volatile content, composition; e.g. 175 

Kohlstedt et al., 1995), we assume a fixed, initial yield stress σy as the “undeformed” condition at 176 

a certain temperature and strain rate. Depending on the SDW regime we assume to be active, i.e. 177 

plastic (PSS)- or viscous (VSS)-strain softening (see below), the initial yield stress is assumed to 178 

be either small enough to enable yielding within the defined strain-rate range (PSS) or large 179 

enough to avoid yielding (VSS). 180 

2.1.2 Composite Rheology 181 

Assuming a constant strain rate the viscosity for each deformation mechanism of a 182 

composite (diffusion and dislocation creep) rheology and the effective viscosity can be defined 183 

by (e.g. Hirth & Kohlstedt, 2003): 184 
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−
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, (5) 186 

where A0, n, m, R, Qi, R, T, ε̇i,II are the pre-exponential factor (including the conversion to 187 

use the strain rate second invariant), the power-law exponent, the grain-size exponent, the grain 188 

size, the activation energy, the gas constant, the absolute temperature, and the strain rate for each 189 

deformation mechanism, respectively. The index i stands for the different deformation 190 

mechanisms, i.e. dislocation ( l ) and diffusion ( f ) creep (see supporting information S2). 191 
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Below, to simplify the analysis, we focus on a temperature and strain-rate range in which 192 

diffusion creep dominates; hence the effective viscosity is mainly governed by diffusion creep. 193 

2.2 Strain-Dependent Weakening (SDW) 194 

Different localization mechanisms have different potential for weakening (e.g. Montési, 195 

2013) and their relevance for different parts of the Earth remains debated. Here, we use a 196 

description of weakening due to a general damage formulation depending on the accumulated 197 

apparent strain γ (Fuchs & Becker, 2019). This “strain” γ is not the real strain (which cannot be 198 

removed, for example) nor a proper state variable, but rather an apparent, strain-dependent 199 

damage control parameter including a temperature-dependent healing component. For the sake of 200 

convenience, we will refer to this apparent strain variable γ as “strain” in the following.  201 

The temporal evolution of the strain is defined by (e.g. Tackley, 2000c; Gerya, 2013; 202 

Fuchs & Becker, 2019): 203 

( )II

d
H T

dt


 = − ,   (6) 204 

where γ is the apparent strain, ε̇II the second invariant of the strain-rate tensor, T the 205 

temperature, and H the temperature-dependent healing rate defined by:  206 

( ) 2 1 1
exp

2 1 2
H T B

T

  
= − −  

+  
, (7) 207 

where B is the healing time scale and η2 a non-dimensional temperature activation 208 

constant, i.e. for a high (low) η2 the healing term depends more (less) on temperature. Fast 209 

healing is always focused within high temperature ranges, but for high η2 the healing effect is 210 

almost negligible for lower temperatures (e.g. Fuchs & Becker, 2019).  211 

The temperature-dependent healing rate is assumed to be an average of a possibly 212 

constant and purely temperature-dependent healing rate (e.g. due to diffusion processes), which 213 

can be described by half the inverse of the diffusion creep viscosity (e.g., Tackley, 2000b). 214 

Temperature-dependent healing avoids infinite strain accumulation and leads to long-term strain 215 

memory in the cold lithosphere and removal of damage within the hotter asthenosphere. The 216 

apparent strain hardening mechanism mimics a reduction of the effective strain either by mixing 217 

and stirring of the mantle with typical strain rates of the mantle or due to temperature-dependent 218 

microphysical processes (e.g. diffusion or grain growth). For SDW, we always assume the strain 219 

rate of eq. (6) to be the total strain rate. To allow for maximum weakening to be uniquely 220 

described by the critical strain and maximum damage, and to avoid a time lag of strain hardening 221 

once deformation ceases, we assume that no further damage accumulates once the critical strain 222 

is reached. Thus, we assure that strain hardening initiates at the same time grain growth initiates. 223 

The amplitude of weakening/hardening in the composite, grain-size sensitive rheology, is then 224 

determined by the strain-weakening parameters, which control the rate and amplitude of the 225 

strain weakening. 226 

The amount of the “damage” D is assumed to depend linearly on the accumulated strain γ 227 

(e.g. Lavier et al., 2000; Huismans & Beaumont, 2003; Gerya, 2013; Mazzotti & Gueydan, 228 

2018): 229 
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( )
max

cr

t


=D D ,  (8) 230 

where Dmax is the maximum damage (here 90%), γ(t) the strain at time t, and γcr the 231 

critical strain to reach maximum weakening. Following this parameterization of SDW (Fuchs & 232 

Becker, 2019), D is mainly controlled by two factors: a) the critical strain γcr and b) the healing 233 

rate H, which is governed by the temperature T, the healing time scale B, and the temperature 234 

activation term η2.  235 

Assuming constant total strain rate, the two competing mechanisms of weakening and 236 

healing lead to a steady-state condition of damage after a certain period, similar to a steady-state 237 

grain size (see supporting information eqs. S7-S8). The maximum steady-state damage decreases 238 

with an increasing critical strain γcr and healing time scale B. Damage reduction is governed by 239 

the healing rate H. For example, assuming deformation is not active, i.e. strain rate is equal to 240 

zero, eq. (6) leads to an exponential decay. The time to reduce the accumulated “strain” is 241 

inversely proportional to the healing rate H (see supporting information eq. S9). Figure 1 shows 242 

that the range of healing time scales used in this study does overall match the time scales 243 

expected for grain growth.  244 

245 
Figure 1. Grain-growth times tge (in Ma) needed to increase an initial grain size (1 mm) by a 246 

factor of e using different a) ‘experimentally’ and b) ‘theoretically’ calibrated grain-growth data 247 

(k0, QG, and p). The growth time is calculated following supporting information eq. (S13). The 248 

gray (vertical) shaded area shows the temperature range used in grain-growth experiments 249 

(Ka89b: “dry” Karato, 1989; Ka89a: “wet” Karato, 1989; NM91: Nichols & Mackwell, 1991; 250 

HK95: Hirth & Kohlstedt, 1995; FS06: Faul & Scott, 2006; Sp20: Speciale et al., 2020; HP03a: 251 

Hall & Parmentier, 2003; HP03b: Hall & Parmentier, 2003; AE07: Austin & Evans, 2007; Be09: 252 

Behn et al., 2009). The colored shaded areas show the range of apparent-strain reduction time 253 

(by a factor of 1/e), calculated by supporting information eq. (S9), for a certain range of healing 254 

time scales B (dimensional: 10-16 – 10-12 s-1
; scaled: 10-2 – 102) and different thermal activation 255 

constant η2 (blue: 23.03; red: 184.21). 256 
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How deformation leads to weakening and localization within the lithosphere remains 257 

unclear, but lithospheric strain weakening is a commonly used mechanism in geodynamic 258 

models. Different versions of strain weakening have been used in thermal convection modeling  259 

(e.g., Tackley, 2000b; Ogawa, 2003; Gerya, 2013; Fuchs & Becker, 2019) and lithospheric  260 

deformation models (e.g. Lavier et al., 2000; Huismans & Beaumont, 2003; Brune et al., 2014; 261 

Ruh et al., 2014; Mazzotti & Gueydan, 2018). We focus on the lithospheric mechanical approach 262 

and seek to combine it with a more realistic hardening component.  263 

Strain-dependent weakening within the lithosphere for a pseudo-plastic rheology may 264 

work differently depending on the rheological element where weakening is active (e.g. Huismans 265 

& Beaumont, 2003). Weakening is often described by a linear decrease of the yield stress 266 

(plastic(-strain) softening, PSS), or by a (linear) decrease of the viscosity (viscous(-strain) 267 

softening, VSS), as a function of total viscous strain γtot or plastic strain γplastic (more precisely the 268 

integral of the second invariant of corresponding strain-rate tensor). In case of PSS, one assumes 269 

weakening is applied due to a reduction of the yield stress (or yield viscosity in numerical 270 

implementations), e.g. due to change in pore fluid pressure, due to fault gouge formation, 271 

mineral transformation, or serpentinization and mylonitization. In case of VSS, one assumes 272 

weakening is applied due to a reduction of the temperature-dependent, or diffusion creep 273 

viscosity, approximating the weakening effects from e.g. grain-size reduction due to dynamic 274 

recrystallization or other effects.  275 

To test different weakening descriptions for SDW, we use three different formulations:   276 

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( )

min , ;  with 1

min , ;  with 1

min( , ) 1

T y y y

eff T y T T

q

T y

   

    

 

 = −



= = −


 −

D

D

D

, (9) 277 

where the first mechanism (SDW-I) assumes weakening only within the plastic regime 278 

(i.e. PSS), the second (SDW-II) assumes weakening only within the viscous regime (i.e. VSS), 279 

and the third (SDW-III) assumes weakening occurs in both regimes but with a power law 280 

according to q (similar to a grain-size sensitive diffusion creep rheology; see sec. 2.1.2). For q = 281 

1, SDW-III is a combination of the first two. We assume that deformation takes place entirely in 282 

the plastic regime for SDW-I (equal to only using the plastic component of strain), and in the 283 

viscous regime for SDW-II and SDW-III to avoid weakening due to the change in strain rate, i.e. 284 

the yield stress is high enough to avoid yielding. 285 

2.3 Grain-Size Evolution (GSE) 286 

Grain size affects the effective viscosity and the transition between deformation 287 

mechanisms due to grain-size sensitive diffusion creep and grain-size reduction in dislocation 288 

creep (e.g. Twiss, 1977; de Bresser et al., 1998). Although the differences in the steady-state 289 

grain size as well as in the effective viscosity are only minor for different grain-size evolution 290 

formulations (Figure 2), the influence on the dominant deformation mechanism at different 291 

steady-state confining conditions (i.e. T and ε̇II, see Figure 2) might still be important, for 292 

example in terms of controlling the distribution of seismic anisotropy in the upper mantle (e.g. 293 

Becker et al., 2008; Behn et al., 2009) or strain localization processes in ductile shear zones due 294 

to dynamic recrystallization (assuming grain-size reduction is only governed by dislocation 295 

creep).  296 
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 297 
Figure 2. Deformation map for composite, grain-size sensitive rheologies (assuming different 298 

steady-state grain sizes; see supporting information S4). Effective viscosity ηeff (background 299 

color scale in Pa∙s) in the temperature T and total strain rate ε̇II parameter space using dry olivine, 300 

composite (diffusion and dislocation creep) rheology parameters from Hirth and Kohlstedt 301 

(2003) and assuming a steady-state grain size (solid, numbered lines; log10(Req) in m) for 302 

different grain size evolution (GSE) models (Br99:  Braun et al. (1999) without implicit grain 303 

growth; Be09:  Behn et al., 2009; Ro11:  Rozel et al., 2011; Da17:  Dannberg et al., 2017). The 304 

white dashed contour line is the transition between dislocation (high T and large R) and diffusion 305 

(low T and small R) creep dominated deformation mechanism (lies outside the T and ε̇II range 306 

for Da17). The star symbols in each plot are the temperatures (low, intermediate, and high) and 307 

strain-rate ranges used in the step-like deformation calculations for different GSE- and strain-308 

dependent weakening models.  309 

To better understand the temporal evolution of each GSE-model, we analyzed the 310 

dynamics of grain growth and reduction, assuming only one mechanism is active. Steady-state 311 

grain sizes tend to reach large values for high temperatures and low strain rates. This is mainly 312 

due to the assumption of a single-mineral phase. Assuming the presence of secondary phases, 313 

impurities, or partial melt would significantly limit the growth rate and the maximum grain-size 314 

(e.g. Nichols & Mackwell, 1991; Faul & Scott, 2006; Faul & Jackson, 2007; Hiraga et al., 2010; 315 
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Bercovici & Ricard, 2014; Dannberg et al., 2017). For the sake of simplicity, however, we only 316 

focus on single-phase GSE-models but include one model with slower grain-growth (i.e. 317 

Dannberg et al., 2017). 318 

The evolution of a volumetric averaged grain size of a rock is assumed to be governed by 319 

competing grain growth (e.g. Hillert, 1965; Karato, 1989; Evans et al., 2001) and grain-size 320 

reduction due to deformation (e.g. Twiss, 1977; Ricard & Bercovici, 2009), here mainly 321 

expressed by dynamic recrystallization (e.g. Karato, 1989; de Bresser et al., 1998; Austin & 322 

Evans, 2007; Rozel et al., 2011). Grain reduction is thus controlled by the amount of dislocation 323 

creep and grain-size variation is assumed to be driven by the change of the total grain boundary 324 

energy (increase for grain-size reduction and decrease for grain growth). In general, both 325 

processes are controlled by two macroscopic parameters (i.e. temperature T and deformational 326 

work 𝜓 = 𝜏 ∙ 𝜀̇). Assuming both processes occur simultaneously, the overall rate for GSE can be 327 

written as a sum of growth and reduction rates:  328 

grwoth reduction
d dd

dt dt dt
= +
R RR

, (10) 329 

i.e. steady-state implies a balance of grain growth and reduction.330 

2.3.1 Grain-Size Coarsening 331 

Grain-size coarsening is governed by the reduction of grain boundary energies due to 332 

grain boundary migration (e.g. Karato, 1989; Evans et al., 2001) and most likely to be active in 333 

both dislocation and diffusion creep. The most common mechanism for grain growth of olivine 334 

is assumed to be thermally activated normal or static grain growth (e.g. Urai et al., 1986; Karato, 335 

1989). Grain-growth kinetics are well known (Hillert, 1965; Atkinson, 1988) and material 336 

constants for different environments (e.g. temperature, confining pressure, etc.) have been 337 

calibrated for olivine (e.g. Karato, 1989; Nichols & Mackwell, 1991; Hirth & Kohlstedt, 1995; 338 

Faul & Scott, 2006; Hiraga et al., 2010) and other minerals (e.g. Austin & Evans, 2007, and 339 

references therein). The growth rate can be written as (e.g. Montési & Hirth, 2003):  340 

1growth p
g

d

dt

−=
R

C R , (11) 341 

where Cg is a temperature and material dependent rate constant (see supporting 342 

information S4).  343 

The growth rate constant Cg, as defined in eq. (11), is controlled mainly by temperature 344 

but also pressure, water content, and impurities (e.g. porosity, melt content, and secondary 345 

phases). In addition, a calibration assuming a different GSE-model (e.g., as a piezometer; e.g. 346 

Karato, 1989; de Bresser et al., 1998; or as a wattmeter; e.g., Austin & Evans, 2007; Behn et al., 347 

2009) leads to different grain-growth constants, although the resulting large values for p (~ 4) 348 

remain debated (see supporting information S4; e.g. Bercovici & Ricard, 2013, 2014). The 349 

different calibrations that are currently in use, in fact, lead to huge variations in the relative 350 

growth time tge (Figure 1).  351 

Two major differences are inherent in Figure 1. First, the growth time increases 352 

significantly due to impurities in the sample. The parameters of Ka89a and HK95 (see caption) 353 

have the smallest growth time over a wide temperature range, mainly due to a single mineral 354 

phase system. Second, the slope of the growth rate with temperature differs as well, indicating an 355 
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increased dependence on temperature (i.e. high activation energy > 500 kJ/mol). Most grain-356 

growth experiments are constrained to a limited temperature range (~1100-1400 °C) or confining 357 

pressures (~ 10-1-103 MPa) and extrapolation is always subject to uncertainties. Further 358 

experiments on grain growth might significantly reduce such ambiguities. 359 

2.3.2 Grain-Size Reduction 360 

Grain-size reduction can be governed by different mechanisms (e.g., Twiss, 1977; 361 

Karato, 1980; van der Wal et al., 1993; Austin & Evans, 2007; Ricard & Bercovici, 2009; Rozel 362 

et al., 2011). We focus on grain-size reduction due to dynamic recrystallization, which occurs 363 

mainly during deformation in which the total grain-boundary energy increases, i.e. grain sizes are 364 

reduced by a fraction of the deformational work in the dislocation creep regime which results in 365 

an increase of the internal energy.  366 

An early exploration of a GSE-model (e.g. Twiss, 1977; Karato, 1980) found that the 367 

steady-state grain-size is related to the applied stress. This stress – grain-size relationship is 368 

called the piezometric approximation (or (paleo)piezometer when applied to actual rock 369 

textures). Assuming grain size approaches the piezometer and the internal grain-boundary energy 370 

increases due to dynamic recrystallization, a simple grain-size evolution model has been 371 

developed (see supporting information S4; e.g. Kameyama et al., 1997; Braun et al., 1999): 372 

( ),1
reduction

r II

d

dt
 = − −

R
C R R ,  (12) 373 

where Cr,1 is a grain-size reduction rate constant and R∞ is the piezometric value 374 

proportional to the applied stress.  375 

Another GSE-model postulates that the reduction of grains is driven by the rate of 376 

deformational work (e.g. Austin & Evans, 2007; Behn et al., 2009). This model has been 377 

extended into a thermodynamically, self-consistent model including a temperature sensitive work 378 

partitioning and log-normal distribution of grain sizes (e.g. Ricard & Bercovici, 2009; Rozel et 379 

al., 2011). In both approaches, grain-size reduction is driven by the rate of work, i.e. the rate of 380 

change of internal energy plus the rate of energy dissipation (e.g. Austin & Evans, 2007). The 381 

rate of grain-size reduction for both models can be simplified to:  382 

2
,2/3 ,

redcution
r II II l

d

dt
 = −

R
C R , (13) 383 

where Cr,2/3 are the grain-size reduction rate constants depending on the assumed model 384 

for grain-size reduction (e.g. Br99: Braun et al., 1999; AE07: Austin and Evans, 2007; Be09: 385 

Behn et al., 2009; Ro11: Rozel et al., 2011; Dan17: Dannberg et al., 2017), which are governed 386 

by the specific grain-boundary energy, geometrical constants, grain-size distribution, or work 387 

partitioning (see supporting information S4). Steady state for those two models does not depend 388 

on the stress alone, but on the deformational work from dislocation creep 𝜓𝑙 = 𝜏 ∙ 𝜀�̇�. This is 389 

called the wattmeter (e.g. Austin & Evans, 2007).  390 

Assuming a constant work (𝜓 = 𝜏𝐼𝐼 ∙ 𝜀𝐼𝐼̇ ), temperature, and no grain growth, we can 391 

calculate the relative grain-size reduction time tre for different GSE-models (Figure 3), i.e. the 392 

time required to decrease a certain grain size at a certain ψ and T by a factor of 1/e (see 393 

supporting information S4). The shaded areas of Figure 3 show the range of tre between 1-10 Ma, 394 

i.e. grain-size reduction is fast for high ψ and slow for low ψ and, depending on the model, fast at 395 
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high T. Assuming grain-size reduction is governed by dislocation creep only (b, c, d, e), one 396 

obtains different reduction rates depending on the partitioning between dislocation and diffusion 397 

creep. Including a temperature-dependent partitioning of the deformational work (d), the 398 

reduction rate decreases again with increasing temperature, as more of the deformational work is 399 

partitioned into viscous dissipation than into the reduction of grain size. 400 

 401 

Figure 3. Grain-size reduction time tre (right of each shaded areas – less than 1 Ma; left of 402 

shaded areas:  more than 10 Ma) to reduce a constant grain size of 1 mm (a) or the steady-state 403 

grain size at a certain total deformational work ψ (= ε̇II ∙τII) and temperature T (b)  by a factor of 404 

1/e, assuming a constant ψ and T, using different grain-size evolution (GSE) models assuming 405 

only grain-size reduction is active (Br99: Braun et al., 1999; AE07: Austin & Evans, 2007; Be09: 406 

Behn et al., 2009; Ro11: Rozel et al. 2011; Da17: Dannberg et al., 2017). The reduction time is 407 

from eqs. (S21) and (S22). The stress and steady-state grain size for a constant total strain rate ε̇II 408 

and temperature T are calculated iteratively using the rheological parameters of Hirth and 409 

Kohlstedt (2003) for a composite (diffusion and dislocation creep), dry olivine rheology. The 410 

colors and lower-case letters indicate each GSE-model, where the dashed lines are the transition 411 

from dislocation to diffusion creep, respectively. 412 

Assuming a constant grain size (R = 1 mm) removes the rheological effect (Figure 3a), as 413 

the stress and effective viscosity remain the same for each GSE-model, and the relative reduction 414 

time is only governed by the reduction rate constant as defined for each GSE-model (Cr,1/2/3), i.e. 415 

assuming a piezometer, wattmeter, or the thermodynamically self-consistent model. The 416 

thermodynamically self-consistent model and the wattmeter yield similar results, whereas the 417 

piezometer differs significantly (since one uses the total strain rate in this model). The relative 418 

reduction time for an initial steady-state grain size (Figure 3b) shows how the reduction rate is 419 

controlled by the partitioning between dislocation and diffusion creep deformation, which is 420 

governed by the actual grain size at that temperature and total deformational work (i.e. slow for 421 

large R and small ψ and fast for small R and high ψ). This comparison shows that grain-size 422 

reduction is significantly faster (Figure 3a and 4) assuming GSE-models based on the wattmeter 423 
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approximation (AE07, Be09, Da17) or the thermodynamically self-consistent model (Ro11) 424 

compared to the piezometer approximation (Br99). 425 

2.4 Modeling Approach 426 

To analyze the effects of damage evolution in a pseudo-plastic rheology including SDW 427 

and a composite rheology including GSE, we conducted a series of numerical, zero-dimensional, 428 

experiments assuming a step-like variation of the total strain rate ε̇II (e.g. 10-14, 10-12, 10-16, 10-14 429 

s-1) akin to rate-state frictional sliding tests. We found both non-dimensionalized and 430 

dimensional views of the results instructive, and therefore show results where “experiments” run 431 

over stages with a fixed time, t (0.1553 Ma), or stages with a fixed total strain (γtot = 1.25; i.e. the 432 

time integral over the total strain-rate). The total duration in experiments with constant time 433 

(0.621 Ma) was chosen to yield a cumulative strain of 5 similar to the maximum total strain 434 

accumulated in the constant strain case (see small plots on the side of Figures 4-6).  435 

To model GSE, we integrate eq. (10) forward in time assuming constant stress and 436 

temperature using the MATLAB solver for ordinary differential equations (ODE, ode45). Care 437 

has to be taken to use a small enough tolerance for the GSE models with a fast healing rate 438 

(Ro11) at low temperatures to ensure a stable solution. At each time step, we iteratively solve 439 

eqs. (4) and (5) for the dislocation and diffusion creep strain rates (up to 30 iterations, using 50% 440 

of the new solution only for damping), assuming a constant grain size, temperature, and total 441 

strain rate, until the viscosity for each deformation mechanism remains constant (< 0.1 % 442 

variation). We solve the equations for composite rheology including GSE (eqs. 10-13) using the 443 

rheological parameters for a composite, dry olivine rheology from Hirth and Kohlstedt (2003) 444 

and four different GSE-models (i.e. Br99, Be09, Ro11, and Dan17) at three different constant 445 

temperature conditions (low, 700-900 °C, intermediate, 1000-1200 °C, and high, 1300-1500 °C; 446 

see Figure 2; for more details see supporting information S2-S4). We assume that the strain rate 447 

for grain-size reduction is the dislocation creep part of the total strain rate, if not stated 448 

otherwise. 449 

The initial temperature and grain size are defined by the steady-state condition for a total 450 

strain rate of 10-14 s-1 at the transition between dislocation and diffusion creep for each GSE-451 

model (see middle red star in Figure 2), except for Dan17 in which the transition lies outside the 452 

strain-rate/temperatures considered and the same initial temperature condition as for Be09 was 453 

used. Steady state conditions are used as initial condition to obtain a stable solution. For the 454 

given initial strain rate (10-14 s-1) and temperatures (low, intermediate, and high), grain size 455 

quickly reaches steady-state for a wide range of initial grain sizes (from 1 μm up to 1 cm; except 456 

for the low temperature and 1 μm case).  457 

For the pseudo-plastic rheology including SDW, we calculate the apparent strain γ (eq. 6-458 

9) using the same ODE solver and a range of critical strains γcr (1, 5, 10) and healing time scales 459 

B (10-16, 10-14, 10-12 s-1). The accumulated strain γ(t) defines the amount of damage (eq. 8), and 460 

hence weakening (eq. 9). We used SDW-I, SDW-II, and SDW-III, as defined above, to analyze 461 

damage evolution. The apparent strain from eq. (6) is not the same as the total actual strain γtot 462 

(Figure 5), which is defined by the time integral of the second invariant of the total strain rate.  463 

We show the temporal evolution of grain size, diffusion creep viscosity, deviatoric stress, 464 

and logarithm of the ratio of the dislocation and diffusion creep strain rates for each GSE-model, 465 

before comparing the weakening and hardening effects of different weakening mechanisms. 466 
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Only intermediate temperature ranges are shown as those are where diffusion creep dominates at 467 

the applied strain rates (see Figures 2 and 4). Intermediate temperatures present an upper limit 468 

for dynamic weakening due to GSE. Considering GSE governs the diffusion creep, this 469 

intermediate temperature range most likely represents the deepest lithospheric conditions in 470 

which visco-plastic strain softening will be significant. 471 

3 Results 472 

3.1 GSE in consecutive deformation 473 

Steady-state grain sizes are governed by temperature, strain rate, stress, and the growth 474 

and reduction rate of each GSE model (Figure 4). The absolute temperatures for the range 475 

explored for each model are not equal (cf. Figure 2), which leads to additional variations in 476 

effective viscosity, even in cases with similar grain size. However, the variation of the diffusion 477 

creep viscosity is only governed by the growth and reduction rate of each GSE model, and thus 478 

the variations during grain growth and reduction, respectively. The stress varies according to the 479 

instant changes in the acting total strain rate and thus the strong stress peaks at the beginning of 480 

each stage, followed by a relatively smooth transition towards steady-state (due to grain-size 481 

reduction or growth).  482 
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 483 

 484 

Figure 4. Variation of the grain size R (in mm), the diffusion creep viscosity ηf (in Pa∙s), the 485 

shear stress τ (in MPa), and the logarithm of the dislocation-diffusion creep strain-rate ratio with 486 

time for four different grain size evolution (GSE) models (Br99: Braun et al., 1999; Be09: Behn 487 

et al, 2009; Ro11: Rozel et al., 2011; Dan17: Dannberg et al., 2017) and three different 488 

temperature conditions (low, intermediate, and high). Initial steady-state grain size, temperature, 489 

and strain rate for each GSE-model are defined by the middle column of stars in Figure 2. The 490 

total strain rate εİI varies step-like in four stages as 1, 100, 0.01, 1 times 10-14 s-1, and remains 491 

constant over equally long periods of 0.1553 Ma (non-dimensional 0.049). The maximum time 492 

0.6213 Ma (0.1961) is given by the time required to accumulate a total shear strain of 5, i.e. the 493 

integral of the total strain rate ε̇II over time. The smaller plots on the right show the variation of 494 

the total strain rate and the total strain γtot with time. 495 
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For each temperature range, the transient behavior varies significantly between the 496 

different models resulting in different viscosity variations. The strongest difference is observable 497 

for Dan17 due to a significantly slower growth rate compared to Br99, Be09, or Ro11. A 498 

reduction of grain size is seen at the first strain rate increase at every temperature, but grain 499 

growth is negligible, even for the high temperature case.  500 

In the following, we will focus on the differences between Br99, Be09, and Ro11. These 501 

models are most similar at the intermediate temperature range (middle column in Figure 4). All 502 

models show a grain-size reduction due to the increase of the total strain rate and growth 503 

governed by the actual grain size and temperature (eqs. 11-13), except at the beginning of the last 504 

stage of Br99. This is artificial, however, since the grains reach a size during grain growth in the 505 

third stage similar to the steady-state grain size of the last stage. This shows a significant 506 

difference between the GSE rates for the piezometer and the remaining models (cf. the diffusion 507 

creep regime in Figure 3). Only minor differences are observable in grain-size reduction between 508 

the wattmeter (Be09) and the thermodynamically self-consistent model (Ro11), both of which 509 

adjust much faster than the piezometer (Br99). Regarding the growth rate, Ro11 is much faster 510 

than Be09 and always reaches steady-state. This is even more pronounced at low temperatures 511 

(due to the already small grains).  512 

At the low temperature range (left column in Figure 4), viscosity and thus stress reaches a 513 

maximum. Therefore, we obtain the smallest steady-state initial grain size (see supporting 514 

information eqs. S24-S26), which also affects the growth rate (eq. 11). The combination of a 515 

smaller steady-state grain size and a smaller growth rate (especially for Be09 and Ro11) results 516 

in an overall smaller variation of the grain size. The smaller absolute and steady-state grain size 517 

also favors a faster grain ‘growth’ for the piezometer (see eq. 12 and supporting information eqs. 518 

S14-S16). However, grain growth in the low temperature range is significantly only for Ro11. 519 

Steady-state grain size is never reached in the growth phase for the remaining GSE-models. 520 

While grain growth remains faster for Br99 in comparison to Be09, grain-size reduction remains 521 

smaller.   522 

Overall, the most time-dependent GSE model is the piezometer (Br99) with the slowest 523 

reduction and growth rate (besides Dan17). The wattmeter (Be09) has a much faster reduction 524 

rate, but still a slower growth rate than the thermodynamically self-consistent model (Ro11), 525 

especially at low temperatures. Ro11 is thus the least time-dependent model, and reaches steady-526 

state extremely fast, especially for grain reduction which happens almost instantly. Considering 527 

the significantly different timescales of grain growth depending on the conditions, however, this 528 

could change using more realistic assumptions (e.g. assuming two mineral phases), which would 529 

decrease the growth rate (as for Dan17). A slower growth rate would more likely ensure the 530 

preservation of weak zones and tectonic inheritance especially in the low temperature regimes. It 531 

is thus important to consider which GSE model might best approximate the processes that are to 532 

be explored geodynamically. 533 

Grain-size evolution and the viscosity in the high temperature ranges are shown here only 534 

for the sake of completeness. Since most deformation takes place in dislocation creep, the 535 

effective viscosity is no longer governed by GSE (not shown here), which prevents any 536 

dynamical weakening or hardening effect due to GSE. The steady-state grain size for each GSE 537 

model is larger (up to 20 mm for the piezometer) in comparison to the colder temperature ranges, 538 

which reduces the growth rate (steady-state is not reached in the growth phase for any of the 539 

GSE models). At the beginning of the third stage, however, grain growth remains relatively fast 540 
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and the grains approach almost steady-state (except for Br99 due to the already large grains). 541 

Therefore, even smaller grains, to force the material into diffusion creep, would rather grow fast 542 

and deformation would instantly transition back into dislocation creep. Interestingly, a strain-rate 543 

increase by two orders of magnitude (10-14 – 10-12 s-1) is not sufficient to transition into diffusion 544 

creep (except for Da17 which already lies in diffusion creep). Due to the high temperatures, the 545 

effective viscosity would also be rather small, potentially preventing any viscous shear 546 

localization for typical geological strain rates (~10-14 – 10-15 s-1). 547 

Except for the piezometer, grain-size reduction thus leads to fast rheological weakening 548 

with viscosity reduction of around two orders of magnitude. Hardening also occurs relatively fast 549 

but varies significantly between the GSE models, especially in the low temperature range, with a 550 

viscosity between two (Br99 and Be09) and four (Ro11) orders of magnitude. We next focus on 551 

the variation of the diffusion creep viscosity within the intermediate temperature ranges and 552 

compare their transient behavior with a pseudo-plastic rheology including SDW. 553 

3.2 Comparison of SDW and GSE Models for Intermediate Temperature Deformation 554 

We compare three different SDW mechanisms with the GSE-models (Figures 5 and 6). 555 

The effective viscosity of the pseudo-plastic rheology including SDW is shown along with the 556 

diffusion creep viscosity for each GSE model (dashed, black lines). The colored shaded area is 557 

the range of the visco-plastic viscosity including strain-dependent weakening for different 558 

healing time scales B (scaled by the reference strain rate ε̇sc = 10-14 s-1; i.e. blue: 10-2: red: 1, 559 

yellow: 102) and different critical strains γcr (dashed lines: 1, solid lines: 5, dash-dotted lines: 10). 560 

Each row shows the weakening and hardening effects due to one SDW mechanism in 561 

comparison to the grain-size evolution of the three different GSE-models. The small plots on the 562 

right side show the variation of the strain rate (Figure 5) over time (or the total strain γtot in 563 

Figure 6) and the corresponding accumulated total strain γtot (or the required non-dimensional 564 

time in Figure 6). A summary of the weakening and hardening effects of the different SDW 565 

mechanism and their resemblance with GSE is given in the Table below. 566 

Table 1 567 

Summary of Weakening and Hardening Effects for SDW, where 𝒪 indicates order of magnitude 568 

for the viscosity reduction, which is ~ 𝒪(100) for GSE 569 

 570 

Weakening 

Mechanism 
Weakening Effect Hardening Effect 

SDW-I (PSS) 
Fast for γcr < 5 

Somewhat more effective (𝒪(1,000))  
Slow for B ≤ 1 

Akin to GSE for B = 100 and γcr = 1 

SDW-II (VSS)a 
Fast for γcr < 5 

Less effective (𝒪(10)) than GSE 

Clear hardening effect only for B = 100 

Less effective and slower than GSE 

SDW-III (VSS)a 
Fast for γcr < 5 

Somewhat more effective (𝒪(1,000))  
Clear hardening effect only for B = 100 

Slower than GSE 

Note. aDo not fully resemble the transient behavior of GSE. 571 

3.2.1 Plastic Strain Softening 572 

For SDW-I, we assume deformation only takes place in the plastic regime, eq. (9), where 573 

damage leads to a linear reduction of the yield stress or yield viscosity (top row in Figure 5). 574 

Thus, the pseudo-plastic viscosity instantly changes with the strain rate.  575 
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 576 

 577 
Figure 5. Variation of the diffusion creep viscosity ηf for a grain-size sensitive rheology (Br99, 578 

Be09, Ro11) and of the effective viscosity η for a visco-plastic rheology in combination with 579 

strain-dependent weakening for three different weakening methods (see eq. 7), for the 580 

intermediate temperature range, and a step like variation of the total strain rate ε̇II. The colored 581 

shaded area is the range of the weakened viscosity for different healing time scales B (blue: 10-2: 582 

red: 1, yellow: 102) and critical strains γcr (dashed lines: 1, solid lines: 5, dash-dotted lines: 10). 583 

The smaller plots on the right show the variation of the total strain rate and the total strain γtot 584 

with time for each model. All parameters are scaled by the equations defined in supporting 585 

information S1. 586 

During the first stage, strain is not high enough to observe any weakening for all SDW 587 

parameter combinations. When the total strain rate increases (at t ≈ 0.05), strain-dependent 588 

weakening is observed leading to a maximum damage during the second stage (dashed lines) for 589 

all healing time scales B in combination with small critical strains, i.e. γcr < 5. If γcr ≥ 5, only a 590 

modest decrease of the viscosity is observed for all healing time scales (solid lines), for which 591 

maximum damage is reached only at the end of the second stage if B ≤ 1 and γcr ~ 5. Maximum 592 

damage is not reached if B = 100 and γcr ≥ 5, only resulting in a slight decrease in viscosity due 593 

to SDW (clearly observable for Be09 and Br99). The overall weakening for a pseudo-plastic 594 

rheology including SDW is higher (~three orders of magnitude) than for GSE weakening (~two 595 

orders of magnitude). Assuming a smaller maximum damage Dmax (~ 60-80%) could result in a 596 
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similar weakening effect due to SDW. The same applies to the increase of the total energy 597 

dissipation due weakening by deformational work for both rheologies (not shown here).  598 

While weakening due to SDW in the second stage is too strong and slower in comparison 599 

to GSE, the hardening in the third stage shows a similar rate to grain growth if B = 100 and 600 

γcr = 1. In fact, at the end of the third stage, i.e. the healing stage, the default yield stress (or 601 

viscosity) is reached, similar to the approach toward a steady-state viscosity condition for the 602 

composite rheology. In the last stage, no further weakening or hardening is observable (as during 603 

the first stage). Damage does also not evolve further (or only slightly) during the last two stages 604 

for smaller healing time scales, i.e. for B ≤ 1. Even for the highest temperature used in this 605 

temperature range (T = 0.856), only a minor healing effect is observed (Br99 in Figure 5). 606 

In general, weakening happens almost instantly and is similar to the general yielding 607 

effect of a pseudo-plastic rheology. Including strain-dependent weakening enhances the 608 

weakening effect by ~one order of magnitude. The critical strain γcr controls the rate and 609 

effectiveness of the weakening, resulting in a faster (almost instant) weakening with a decreasing 610 

critical strain. The healing time scale B mainly governs the rate of damage reduction, resulting in 611 

a faster healing with an increasing healing time scale (it has only a minor effect on the 612 

weakening rate, if the critical strain is small). Assuming B ≤ 1, hardening for a SDW rheology is 613 

significantly slower than hardening due to grain-size evolution. However, for a fast healing time 614 

scale (B = 100) and small critical strain (γcr = 1), the GSE behavior of the chosen GSE models is 615 

matched well by the hardening rate of SDW. 616 

3.2.2 Viscous Strain Softening 617 

Assuming that deformation only takes place in the viscous regime, we assume weakening 618 

is governed by viscous strain softening alone (SDW-II and SDW-III; in addition, we chose a 619 

large yield stress to avoid yielding); this significantly changes the transient behavior of the 620 

viscosity (middle and lower row in Figure 5). For SDW-II, maximum weakening is limited to 621 

~one order of magnitude, which can be amplified to ~three orders of magnitude for SDW-III, by 622 

design. In the VSS regime, the damage effects are akin to the effects of plastic strain softening 623 

(SDW-I), without the additional yielding component. Similar to SDW-I, no significant damage is 624 

accumulated during the first stage. A sudden increase in the strain rate (at t ≈ 0.05), leads to an 625 

immediate weakening effect, still slightly slower than due to GSE. The strongest time-626 

dependency for SDW in the VSS regime is given by the fastest healing time scale (B = 100) and 627 

the smallest critical strain (γcr = 1; dashed, colored lines). Increasing the critical strain 628 

(i.e. γcr > 1) results in a less effective weakening during the second stage followed by no further 629 

damage during the last two stages. Even for smaller healing time scales (i.e. B ≤ 1), no further 630 

variations in damage are observable (e.g. for B = 0.01 and γcr = 10, i.e. the dashed-dotted lines). 631 

For B ≤ 1, weakening becomes significant only if γcr < 5 (solid and dashed lines). For such 632 

healing time scales (B ≤ 1) and critical strains (γcr < 5) only a minor hardening is observable 633 

during the last two stages.  634 

In general, maximum weakening is reached for small to intermediate critical strains, i.e. 635 

γcr < 5. In addition, the critical strain required to reach maximum damage decreases with a faster 636 

healing time scale B (i.e. maximum damage is reached for B = 100 only if γcr = 1). However, a 637 

clear hardening effect is only visible for B = 100, which shows a similar behavior to the damage 638 

evolution for plastic strain softening (SDW-I). Due to the missing yielding effect in viscous 639 

strain softening, the slight hardening during the last two stages for B = 1 and γcr < 5 becomes 640 
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more prominent in comparison to SDW-I. With respect to the GSE behavior, the hardening rate 641 

is slightly slower than grain growth, especially for Ro11. Overall, strength variations due to 642 

viscous strain softening clearly differ from the strength evolution for GSE. However, using a 643 

viscous strain softening mechanism emphasizes the effect of strain memory due to SDW, 644 

considering the continuously lower effective viscosities for B ≤ 1.   645 

Still assuming that deformation takes place in the viscous regime, but with larger 646 

weakening (SDW-III), shows a similar trend as for SDW-II. Maximum weakening is also only 647 

reached for γcr = 1 and hardening is most effective for the largest healing time scale (B = 100). 648 

Still, hardening for such a viscous strain softening mechanism remains slightly slower in 649 

comparison to GSE but, in addition, weakening in the second stage becomes too strong (~ 3 650 

orders of magnitude with respect to ~ 2). The stronger weakening, however, further emphasizes 651 

the variations for B ≤ 1 and γcr < 5 during the last two stages. Therefore, the SDW-III mechanism 652 

highlights a stronger time-dependency in SDW for a decreasing critical strain, even for higher 653 

healing time scales (i.e. B ≥ 1).  654 

Overall, the weakening captured by viscous strain softening resembles GSE, providing an 655 

instant reduction in viscosity, although with slightly slower weakening rates. Hardening within a 656 

viscous strain softening rheology, however, fails to resemble the full transient behavior of GSE. 657 

Since the initial state is defined by the temperature alone and cannot be exceeded by the 658 

hardening during a later stage, the maximum viscosity is limited by the initial condition. Thus, 659 

starting in an undeformed state does not result in further hardening due to strain reduction once 660 

all deformation is removed resulting in a significantly different transient behavior than due to 661 

grain-size evolution. Viscous strain softening, however, emphasizes transient effects which also 662 

govern the behavior for plastic strain softening.  663 

Similar transient behaviors in the viscosities for both rheologies, VSS and PSS, are 664 

observable at even lower temperatures (cf. supporting information Figure S2). Hardening is 665 

significantly slowed so that at the end of the last stage, some damage remains, even for γcr = 1. 666 

This shows the strong effect of temperature on the healing rate in the SDW rheology. 667 

3.2.3 Strain-Rate Variation Versus Total Strain 668 

Varying the strain rate over a certain amount of accumulated strain (Figure 6) highlights 669 

different aspects of the temporal behavior for SDW and GSE. For the SDW rheology, prolonged 670 

deformation leads to higher damage, resulting in a clear weakening during the first and last stage 671 

of the experiment, for B ≤ 1. This was not observed in the constant time test. The more effective 672 

weakening is most significant for γcr = 1. During the healing step, more effective hardening is 673 

seen for B ≥ 1. Most of the hardening takes place in the beginning of the healing stage, 674 

completely removing the damage. Consequently, no strength reduction is observed at the end of 675 

the healing stage. If B = 0.01, however, the strain remains preserved. A shorter time during the 676 

intermediate to high strain rate stages (ε̇II ≥ 1; or dimensional 10-14 s-1) decreases damage 677 

accumulation and reduces weakening in the second stage. The different weakening mechanisms 678 

(SDW-I – SDW-III) show the same temporal behavior, whereas their major differences are 679 

emphasized by the lag of yielding and the additional power exponent, respectively, as before. 680 
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 681 
Figure 6. Variation of the diffusion creep viscosity ηf for a grain size sensitive rheology (Br99, 682 

Be09, Ro11) and of the effective viscosity η for a visco-plastic rheology in combination with 683 

strain dependent weakening for three different weakening methods (see eq. 7) over the total 684 

strain γtot, for the intermediate temperature range, and a step like change of the total strain rate ε̇II. 685 

The colored shaded area is the range of the weakened viscosity for different healing time scales 686 

B (blue: 10-2, red: 1, yellow: 102) and critical strains γcr (dashed lines: 1, solid lines: 5, dash-687 

dotted lines: 10). The smaller plots on the side show the variation of the strain rate and the time 688 

for the total strain γtot for each model. All parameters are scaled by the equations defined in 689 

supporting information S1. 690 

Since grain size reduction is almost instant (except for Br99), weakening due to dynamic 691 

recrystallization is not affected by changing the reference parameter to the total strain γtot and, as 692 

before, this yields in an instant weakening by a factor of ~two orders of magnitude. The 693 

prolonged time in the hardening stage, however, shows different behavior, resulting in an instant 694 

hardening due to grain growth and a viscosity increase of ~three to four orders of magnitude. 695 

The different time periods during each segment result in an even less time-sensitive behavior for 696 

GSE in comparison to the previous experiment; their behavior is reminiscent of the viscosity 697 

variations due to plastic yielding (except for Br99).  698 

Using strain control thus emphasizes the difference of the memory effects of SDW and 699 

GSE. The reduced weakening stage emphasizes the time lag between weakening due to SDW 700 

and grain-size reduction. The prolonged time, on the other hand, accentuates the similarity 701 
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between the healing rate for SDW and grain growth. In general, these experiments emphasize the 702 

strong strain memory effect for SDW, instant hardening during the healing stage comparable to 703 

grain growth, and a slower, but more effective, weakening in comparison to grain size reduction. 704 

4 Discussion 705 

4.1 Damage Memory in a Lithospheric Shear Zone 706 

With this general behavior as background, we seek to further explore the effects of 707 

damage evolution for lithospheric weak zones as an analog for an evolving plate boundary. We 708 

assume an initially undeformed state and compare a pseudo-plastic rheology without (dotted 709 

lines in Figure 7) and with SDW (colored lines with shading). We assume that the shear zone is 710 

at the transition to yielding, i.e. the viscous stress is equal to the yield stress and the yield 711 

viscosity is equal to the temperature dependent viscosity. The effective viscosity of the pseudo-712 

plastic rheology and SDW is only governed by plastic strain softening (i.e. SDW-I), and the 713 

strain rate varies in the same way as previously discussed.  714 

 715 
Figure 7. Strain-dependent weakening and strain memory effect for a theoretical plastic fault 716 

zone for three different non-dimensional temperatures. The strain rate varies step-like in the 717 

same manner as in the previous examples, whereas the yield stress is defined by the initial strain 718 

rate and the temperature dependent viscosity, i.e. the material is at the yield transition in the 719 

beginning. 720 

This setup prohibits a viscosity increase in the third stage due to the limitation by the 721 

temperature dependent viscosity and highlights the effects of damage memory during the last 722 

stage. The accumulated strain during the second stage results in a decrease of the yield stress. 723 

Damage is fully preserved for B ≤ 1 for all temperatures, while only a fraction of the damage is 724 

preserved for B = 100 at the lowest temperature. This damage memory enables weakening during 725 

the last stage due to the reduced yield stress, which is, of course, not a feature of pure visco-726 

plastic rheology. This behavior is similar to what was discussed above, but Figure 7 emphasizes 727 

the importance of temperature on transient behavior of shear zones which is controlled by the 728 

healing time scale B and the activation energy of the healing rate η2.  729 

We can now return to the question of the duration over which such a synthetic suture 730 

remains weakened for the different rheological descriptions. The healing time scales and 731 

activation energies employed so far lie within the range of the growth rates inferred from 732 

laboratory grain-size evolution laws (Figure 1). However, to more widely, and perhaps more 733 

realistically, explore the parameters, we analyzed the healing time of a lithospheric shear zone 734 
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assuming a vertical deformation zone and an oceanic geotherm (Figure 8). For the geotherm we 735 

assume a half-space cooling model for an oceanic lithosphere of 120 Ma age with constant 736 

thermal parameters and a potential mantle temperature of 1315 °C. As an initial condition, we 737 

assume a steady-state grain size at a background strain rate of 10-15 s-1 within the shear zone that 738 

might mimic a nearly rigid plate. We then calculate the grain-size reduction along a one-739 

dimensional temperature profile for a sudden strain rate increase (up to 7 orders of magnitude), 740 

say due to enhanced tectonic deformation (side stepping the issue of nucleation). A similar 741 

analysis is feasible assuming constant stress conditions, but due to kinematic nature of our 742 

previous experiments we focus on the constant strain-rate approach. Based on the weakening 743 

behavior discussed above, we assume that the steady-state grain size responds instantly. 744 

Assuming the strain-rate is reduced to its initial value after this deformation episode, we 745 

calculated the time (th) for the effective viscosity and for the grain size to reach steady-state 746 

again (within 1 and 0.1%, respectively) solving eq. (10) using a dry, composite rheology (Hirth 747 

& Kohlstedt, 2003) and GSE of Ro11 and Be09 (Figures 8a and b). Additionally, we show the 748 

time to reduce the accumulated damage by 95% (cf. supporting information eq. S9) for B = 10-12 749 

– 10-16 s-1 (i.e. with decreasing B, the healing time increases).  750 
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 751 
Figure 8. Hardening time in a vertical shear zone assuming an oceanic geotherm and constant 752 

strain rate using a SDW rheology or a composite rheology in combination with GSE. a) Time th 753 

in [Ma] to reach ηeff at a constant strain rate (ε̇II = 10-15 s-1) and range of hardening for SDW 754 

assuming B = 10-16 - 10-12 s-1 (shaded area). b) Time th in [Ma] to reach the steady-state grain size 755 

for Ro11 and Be09 (solid lines) and SDW hardening time same as in (a). c and d) Same GSE 756 

hardening time as in (a) and (b), but range of SDW hardening time fitted to ηeff curve of Ro11 757 

(yellow shaded area; B = 9∙10-11 - 3∙10-10 s-1 and η2 = 27.631) and Be09 (green shaded area; B = 758 

6∙10-11 - 2∙10-10 s-1 and η2 = 69.078). 759 

The results show, that the healing time th does not depend on the actual grain size and is 760 

thus independent of the amount of deformation; it is, however, strongly governed by 761 

temperature. The same is true for the reduction of strain as defined in supporting information 762 

eq. (S9). Within the shear zone, the healing times for grain growth are well matched by the strain 763 
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reduction rates of the simplified description (Figures 8a and b), assuming a large B (similar to 764 

what was discussed above), especially in the lower part of the profile (for both GSE models) and 765 

partly within the upper part (for Be09). However, for most of the ranges of B so far considered 766 

the healing time for SDW is too slow in comparison to Ro11 and Be09. In addition, with respect 767 

to the effective viscosity, the slope of the healing time curve (governed by η2) is not matched as 768 

well.  769 

Varying η2 and B, we can fit the healing time th for strain-dependent weakening to the 770 

healing time for the effective viscosity of grain-size evolution. For Ro11, a range of B = 9∙10-11 - 771 

3∙10-10 s-1 and η2 = 27.631 and for Be09 a range of B = 6∙10-11 - 2∙10-10 s-1 and η2 = 69.078 lead to 772 

the best match, assuming damage is almost completely removed and the strength of the shear 773 

zone is defined by the effective viscosity. While the fitted healing time also matches the rates for 774 

the grain-size evolution within the upper part of the lithosphere, it is too fast within the lower 775 

part of the shear zone. However, the grain size only controls the effective viscosity within the 776 

upper part of the lithosphere anyway, and dislocation creep dominates in the deeper regions 777 

(below ~ 60 and 70 km depth for Ro11 and Be09, respectively). Thus, the healing time for strain-778 

dependent weakening can approximate the healing behavior for grain growth in a composite 779 

rheology.  780 

This comparison shows that grain-size sensitive viscous rheologies, as explored widely 781 

for memory dependent convection, could potentially be substituted efficiently in long-term 782 

mantle convection models by a simplified strain weakening/hardening rheology under the 783 

parameter choices discussed above. As noted above, the rheological weakening and hardening 784 

described by GSE is only one potential microphysical weakening mechanism, however. A SDW 785 

parameterization may indeed also capture other mechanisms, such as mineral transformations or 786 

serpentinization/mylonitization (e.g. Bos and Spiers, 2002; Huismans and Beaumont, 2007), 787 

fluid/melt percolation, or hydration along forming brittle fractures (e.g. Gerya, 2013). The 788 

opposite, however, is not necessarily true as grain-size evolution itself may not be efficient 789 

enough to resemble the full spectrum of lithospheric localization behavior (e.g. Montesi & Hirth, 790 

2003; Montesi, 2003), for example for the case of transform faults (Schierjott et al., 2020).  791 

4.2 Plastic Strain Softening Versus Grain-Size Reduction Weakening 792 

The overall weakening effect for a plastic strain softening and composite, grain-size 793 

sensitive rheology can be compared considering an effective strain-rate exponent. Assuming the 794 

system is in steady-state and computing the grain size based on strain rate (supporting 795 

information eqs. S25-S26), the diffusion creep viscosity, and thus weakening due to grain size 796 

reduction, is given by the dislocation creep strain rate with an effective strain-rate exponent 797 

( )

( )

1

1

,~

m n

n p

f II l 

+
−

+ .  (14) 798 

With the rheological parameters from Hirth and Kohlstedt (2003), m = 3, and the 799 

parameter range for p from the different GSE models (p = 2…4, see supporting information S1) 800 

the effective strain-rate exponent of viscosity dependence is between ~ −0.8 and −1.3, compared 801 

to –(n − 1)/n ~ −0.7 for pure dislocation creep at n = 3.5. When expressed in terms of stress 802 

instead of strain rate, the viscosity scales with stress to the power of  –m(n + 1)/(p + 1) ~ −4.5 … 803 
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−2.7 compared to 1 − n = −2.5 for dislocation creep. The effective strain-rate exponent for a 804 

pseudo-plastic rheology is unity (eq. 2) and falls into the range of an effective exponent for 805 

diffusion creep deformation with steady-state grain size.  806 

Considering instant weakening in GSE due to grain-size reduction, the steady-state 807 

approximation is suitable to describe weakening. The weakening described by eq. (14), however, 808 

only addresses the diffusion creep contribution due to a variation of the dislocation creep strain 809 

rate. Considering that the dislocation creep strain rate decreases for a more dominant diffusion 810 

creep deformation, weakening due to grain size reduction becomes less effective. Therefore, it is 811 

only close to the transition between dislocation and diffusion creep where weakening due to 812 

grain-size reduction can be approximated by plastic yielding. That said, a change in viscosity due 813 

to grain-size reduction is almost of the same order of magnitude as a change in viscosity due to 814 

plastic yielding. The choice of a small critical strain (e.g. γcr = 1) and a moderate damage 815 

parameter (Dmax ~ 60-80 %) for a plastic strain softening rheology serves to best approximate the 816 

weakening behavior expected from grain size reduction. 817 

5 Conclusions 818 

Our study explores similarities and differences between the memory-dependent 819 

weakening expected from the various grain-size evolution and strain-dependent weakening 820 

formulations that are currently in use in lithospheric and mantle dynamic modeling. The 821 

weakening effect of pure pseudo-plastic failure is similar to the near-instant weakening for grain-822 

size evolution and adding strain-dependence further enhances weakening. The combination of a 823 

small critical strain (γcr = 1) and moderate maximum damage (Dmax ~ 60-80%) in the plastic 824 

strain softening (PSS) rheology has a similar effect as grain-size reduction. Weakening due to a 825 

viscous strain softening (VSS) rheology, however, is not instantaneous and, thus, cannot match 826 

the rate of weakening of grain size reduction. To match the amount of weakening by grain-size 827 

reduction, VSS also requires an amplified maximum weakening.  828 

A pure pseudo-plastic rheology does, by definition, also not possess a hardening 829 

component, and has a much faster healing time scale as the strain-rate decreases. Assuming 830 

strain-dependent weakening can model a healing behavior that is similar to the hardening due to 831 

grain growth as described by a wattmeter. However, the healing behavior for a VSS rheology 832 

fails to approximate grain growth strengthening. The rate, governed by B and η2, can be similar 833 

to the grain growth rate, but VSS does not enable hardening larger than the ‘undamaged’ state. 834 

This is, however, crucial for the composite dislocation-diffusion creep rheology expected for the 835 

uppermost mantle, which is governed by grain size and temperature, respectively. On the other 836 

hand, plastic strain softening and the associated yielding implementation do not only resemble 837 

the amount of healing due to grain growth, but also its rate.  838 

In particular, for the grain-size evolution models explored, the healing time scale B ~ 839 

6∙10-11 - 3∙10-10 s-1 and an activation energy of η2 ~ 30 – 70 best approximate the time scales for 840 

grain growth in a composite rheology.  Therefore, the plastic strain softening rheology does 841 

indeed enable a “realistic” hysteresis effect with a memory duration that is similar to that 842 

expected for grain growth for lithospheric temperature conditions. This allows modeling the 843 

formation, maintenance, and reactivation of lithospheric weak zones, but precludes further 844 

weakening in the deeper mantle due to the higher temperatures and faster healing. Our results 845 

help to identify the features and parameter ranges needed to represent grain-size evolution laws 846 

and their associated rheologies with simplified approaches. Additional comparisons with 847 
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laboratory and field observations using this simplified framework may serve to resolve 848 

outstanding questions of plate tectonic strain localization. 849 
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